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Philip Carter 

The F a l l  of ~ C ~ ~ U S ,  1995 Bill Hamrnond.Acrylicon canvas. 

Collection of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery. Purchased. 1996 

I was first struck by Bill Hammond's 
work a couple of years ago in Sydney, 
when I saw one during the Biennale. 
There's a primordial quality about them 
that I find makes me reflect on New 
Zealand's past, of a time before man 
inhabited the land. I find the bird-like 

figures fascinating, but I also like the physical qualities of 
the painting, particularly the scale of the work, its colour 
and texture, and the paint dripping down, It has a surreal, 
dreamlike quality that reminds me of some of Max Ernst's 
works - the use of the bird-like figures reinforces that 
connection. I also get the sensation that there are layers of 
meaning in the painting. 

I have developed a real passion for Canterbury art over 
the past few years and I started attending some of the Art 
History lectures at the University of Canterbury last year, 
purely to satisfy my developing interest in art  (I'd 
recommend the lectures to anyone who wants to further 
their knowledge even if they don't want to do a Degree 
course). I think we're lucky to have an artist of Bill 
Hammond's stature living locally. I admire the fact that he 
is an individualist and has developed a style and content 
outside the mainstream. 





Taken on numbers alone, the Gallery's Photographic collection is relatively 
small, containing only 321 items. However, in style, subject and technique, 
our holding of photographs covers impressive territory, from Glenn Busch's 
direct and quietly evocative portrait of a worker from the Christchurch 
Gasworks to Margaret Dawson's strange theatres of culture and history and 
Boyd Webb's exquisitely imaginative photographic visions. 

PMENTS 

The first photographs to be acquired fbr the Collection were 
purchased as recently as 1975 and were, appropriately two black 
and white images by the greatly respected, recently deceased, 
Christchurch photogapher Lloyd Park (1938 - 2001). Windy 
Beach and Cabbage Tree reveal Park ability to uncover and express 
the rough beauty of the New Zealand landscape with both 
perception and simplicity. 

From this promising beginning, the Collection has expanded 
steadily over the years, and now includes works by some of the 
most recognised figures in New Zealand photography, such as 
Laurence Aberhart, Margaret Dawson, Di ffrench, Marti 

Above: 
Cabbage Tree, c.1975. ~ b y d  Park. Photograph. 
Purchased 1975. Reproduced courtesy of Terry Park. 



Above: Amberley Memorial 'To Thlne Own Self Be 
True' Amberky, 1981. Laurence Aberhart. 

Photograph. Purchased 1988. 

Right: Law and Order &A,, May 1982), 1982. 
Stuart Page. Photograph. Purchased 1985. 
Reproduced courtesy of Stuart Page. 

I 

Friedlander, Robin Morrison, Anne 
Noble, Peter Peryer and Boyd Webb. 
In addition to representing current 
national trends, the Collection also 
features images of the people and places 
of Christchurch and Canterbury. 

Two Collection images with their 
origins in documentary photography 
are Amberley Memorial 'To Tbine Own 
Sey Be True' Amberley, by Laurence 
Aberhart and Chimpanzee by Peter 
Peryer (both 1981). Both artists imbue 
their subjects - in Aberhart's case, a 
rural site of ritual and memory, in 
Peryer's, a caged chimpanzee - with a 
sense of iconic poignancy. A similarly 

sense of place and moment is 
displayed in Stuart Page's Law and Order 
(L.A., May 19821, one of four images 
from his 1982 Tripping USA series. 







Amongst several photographic portraits in 
the Collection are several images of New 
Zealand artists by Marti Friedlander. Featuring 
Evelyn Page, Olivia Spencer Bower, Philip 
Clairmont, Rudolph Gopas, Alan Pearson and 
Tony Fomison, this series also includes a 
powerful image of a reflective Ralph Hotere in 
his studio at Port Chalmers, Dunedin. 

A number of works in the Photography 
Collection investigate and extend the 
conceptual possibilities of the photographic 
medium. Feminist concerns were explored by 
Di ffrench in the Hunter Warrior series, as she 
interrogated the idea of physical destiny 

Top Red YO., ,989. Christ~ne Websler. Christine Webster. images of nudes and 
Photograph. Presented by the artist. 1597. archaeological fragments. Red Ydk, by Christine 

Above: The Hunter Warrior, 1990. Di ffrench. Cibachrome. webSter uses a image of a 
Purchased 1991. Reproduced courtesy of Peter Nicholls. 

'gagged' by a face-mask to consider the 
Far Left: Ralph Hotere, 1979. Marti Friedlander. Photograph. 

Reproduced courtesy of Marti Friedlander. suppression of pro-democracy protests in the 
late 1980s. 



In a series of three images (the other two are titled Evil 
and Undeacl) Ronnie van Hout mines Hollywood culture and 
New Zealand arc history to create a dystopic world of 
melodramatic and portentous placards. Ruth Watson's 
Small Book also draws on New Zedand social history, 
conveying a sense of a magical view of the distant and near 
past.The sense of theatre in these works is taken to extremes 
by Boyd Webb, whose staged htastic visions often employed 
animals for their symbolic potential, as in Untitled 1988. 

Right: Untitled, 1988. Boyd Webb. Photograph. 
Purchased 1988. 

Left: Skittle, Margaret Dawson. Mixed media Purchased 
1995. Reproduced courtesy of artist Margaret Dawson 
and dealer Jonathan Smart Gallery, Christchurch. 

Occupying fertile ground between documentary and 
conceptual photography Margaret Dawson's works explore 
overt and concealed aspects of identity. From the suspiciously 
prim subject of Woman at the Catholic Cathedral, Christchurcb 
(1985) to the latent violence of the Ned Kelly-inspired Skittle, . * 

Dawson's works interrogate the idea of public and private 
personas, both assumed and enforced. 

Photographs are being actively acquired for the 
Collection, as evidenced by the recent purchase of a large 
fbrmat work by renowned New Zealand artist Anne Noble. 
This dramatic image is a close-up view of Noble's daughter's 
mouth and was part of a series of works entitled Rub$ Room. 
In addition to many of the other photographs presented 
here, that image will be on display in the opening year of the 
new Christchurch Art Gdery in 2003. 
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m. Krrzcl kwr&wa. 

1997. B~ng Dawe Carved woad. Collection 
of the R M  McDowrall Art Wl@w. Puhhased 1999 



Bing Dawe 
Dawe studied at the University of Canterbury, graduating with a 
Diploma in Sculpture in 1976. Since 1989 he has been the 
Programme Coordinator for the Bachelor of Design (formerly the 
Diploma of Craft Design) at the Christchurch Institute of 
Technology. Dawe has exhibited throughout New Zealand and has 

ic commissions. completed many publ' 
With an ongoing interest in the role of people within the natural 

environment, Dawe has often used the metaphor of rhe river to 
explore ideas about the human condition. His recent work has 
focussed on the metaphorical potential of the river eel. His work for 
Sculpture in the Gardens, a group of three black steel rings, each 
graced with a cast bronze eel reflects and extends these concerns. 

Enid Eiri ksson 
Eiriksson first attended the University of Canterbury School of Fine 
Art in the 1960s then travelled to London to study jewellet- design at 
the John Cass School of Art. She returned to the University in the 
1990s, graduating in 2000 with a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Sculpture). 
During her time at University she was awarded the Jane Rounick 
Memorial Fund (1999 and 2000) and the Rosemary Johnson Muller 
scholarship (2000). 

Over the past four years, Eiriksson's interests have centred on the 
concepts of time and polarity, exploring the tension between attraction 
and repulsion. Several of her sculptures have utilised movement and 
sound to convey these ideas, often in a confrontational and challenging 
way. Her project for this event is a glass bubble made fiom aluminium 
and glass that floats on the surface of a pond. Its structure references 
an architectural fixture of the Gardens, the Cunningham House 
Conservatory, and also reflects the surrounding natural environment. 

Kazu Nakagawa 
Nakagawa comes originally from Japan, where he initially trained and 
worked as a furniture maker. He arrived in New Zealand in 1987 and 
currently lives on Waiheke Island. He has exhibited his work 
throughout New Zealand. 

Nakagawa's sculptures engage with the notion of absence, the 
space within and around matter. His chairs, tables, installations and 
wall reliefs draw on the tension between evocative expression and 
immaculate restraint. The work Kazu has created for the Gardens 
consists of a pair of resin-coated canvas panels laid into the ground, 
which, in their grave-like form, allude to endings and new beginnings. 







An understanding of the capacity of 
photography as a visual medium was fully 
explored in the 1970s and 1980s, an era of 
intense social, political, philosophical and 
cultural change. Through photography issues 
of identity, the nature of representation; and 
codes of social conduct were interpreted in 
new ways. Influenced by Conceptual, Earth 
and Performance Art, artists recorded fleeting 
events, examined the photographic medium as 
a tool of mass communication and 
re-examined the photographic tradition and 
the role of the photographer. 

As an interface of reality - past and 
present - the photograph from its cultural 
construction to its interpretation incorporates 
many emblems of meaning that are both fluid 
and fixed. As an artefact and visual arbiter, the 
following photographs of New Z d a n d  artists 
provide us with an insightful legacy, 
representative of a myriad of personalities, 
times and places. 

Marti Friedlander's photograph, Tony 

Fomison and Philip Clairmont distils a moment 
that indicated the connection not only recorded the alternative, counter-cultural Above 

between the artists but also to those around Mestyles of artists such as Fomison, Clairmont, Yomison and 
Clairmont, c.1976. Marta 

them, from the little dog to the unseen Alan James K. Baxter and Michael Illingworth, as Fr~edl~nder Photograph CollectLon 

Maddox in whose house the scene takes place. well as documenting political rallies and of theRobedMcDougall*d 
Gallery Purchased 1998 

All unified and made visible through the click protests such as the SpringbokTour of 1981. ,,urte,y of 

of the photographer's shutter. Another image that tells a story of shared Frlendlander 

Both Clairmont and Fornison lived on the experience between artists is a photograph of 
edge - artistically, emotionally and socially - Bill Hammond taken by Dunedin 
and Friedlander has captured a personal and photographer Lloyd Godman during an 
humorous exchange between them, It is as if expedition to the sub-Antarctic Auckland 
they are hamming it up for the camera in a 
fellow artists' living room, replete with 
newspapers, beer bottles and overflowing 
ashtrays. Aware that the photographer 
believes she is creating the image, they 
perform their relationship to the camera - 
reinforcing their mythic reputation and 
identity as bohemian painters. 

~slands in 1989. It is part of a larger series of 
work entitled Codes ofsurvival. 

During exploration of the environment, 
Godman photographed a twisted Rata forest 
at night with a flash."Once the flash went off 
there was a strange after image that appeared 
in the brain, sometimes purple, sometimes 
green which seemed to relate to the spacing of 

M d  ~riedlander has photographed many the branches in the trees We were all Intrigued 
artists since the 1960s. Inspired by the lives of with this and would occasionally spend 
creative people she created a body of work that sometime setting the flash off to get a blast 





. Aclrteme Ma tyn Photograph 

Callkctron d the Roha t McOuugdll Art G n b y  Fuwch,7serl 1993 

l%+liro&~c~d cow;tes> 01 the MIarnln~ d New Zdanid Te I%pa 

Foqarawa. (00337911 



SAKE,,, 
It is a little known fact that almost half of New 

Zealand's workforce are volunteers. 
The Gallery is very aware of the value volunteers bring 

to its operations, and has been using volunteers in varying 
roles to improve the visitor experience. The Contemporary 
Art Annex relied on volunteer assistance and at the same 
time offered to students and art enthusiasts an oppormnity 
to learn about art and to enjoy the rarified atmosphere of 
a'cutting edge' art venue. 

Likewise, the volunteer workforce which mans the new 
Christchurch Art Gallery's display, first housed at the 
Information Pavilion on Worcester Boulevard, provides the 
visiting public with a well-informed preview of the new 
Gallery environment and facilities. 

Behind the scenes volunteers are also active, supporting 
programmes and events as interns, members of the 
GaIIery's Friends or After Dark committees, or as art 
enthusiasts who simply enjoy being surrounded by art. 

But for the most part volunteers provide the Gallery's 
interface with its public, enriching the visitor experience 
with an informed human presence, 

Jenny Shadwell, Chair ofthe Guides Committee writes about 
their contribution to the 18 ofthe Gallery: 

For 22 years volunteer Guides have played a vital role 
at the McDougall Art Gallery and will continue to do so 
in the new Gallery. In this International Year of the 
Volunteer we would like to acknowledge this invaluable 
contribution. 

The Guides come from all over Christchurch, and 
beyond, are of all ages and from very diverse backgrounds. 
What characterises them is a general love of art, an 

enthusiasm to learn more and to share this enthusiasm 
with others. 

Most Guides stay in the team for at least the two-year 
commitment requested when they join, but others give 
their skills, energies and commitment for many years 
beyond that. As a long term Guide said, "We become 
educated tolook and see', not only art works but a world 
where perspective, colour, pattern and design never look rhe 
same again. It is that never-ending education that keeps 
some Guides for ten or fifteen years. Keep-Up sessions 
before every exhibition give us fi-esh enthusiasm which we 
transmit to visitors." 

Most people would assume that the Guide team has 
just two major roles - that of helping with the school 
groups and giving tours fbr major touring exhibitions. The 
Guides do a lot more than that. They run nine art 
appreciation clubs, which meet monthly and take groups 
through the Eye Spy beginners' art appreciation courses. 
They help with children's holiday programmes, with 
Sunday akernoon Montana Sunday Events and offer daily 
mini tours on works from the Collection. O n  request 
Guides take art posters out to residential homes for the 
elderly and spend time talking with residents about the art 
works and happenings at the Gallery, Whether they are 
involved in brief or lengthy discussions, Guides provide a 
greatly valued friendly service that makes Gdery visits very 
memorable. 

A larger Guide team will be needed for the new Gallery 
and we would like to hear from people who would like to 
be considered. 

For those who would like to work at the Gallery 
immediately, we are starting a Gallery Assistants scheme. 
The Assistants will help with school workshops and 
practicd activities. 

The Guides are an integral part of the Gallery's public 
face. We all look forward to the new Gallery and the 
wonderhl new possibilities it offers the people of 
Christchurch and visitors to the city. 

RONNIE KELLY /JENNY SHADWELL 



Delicate and inviting, yet uncomfortably pointed; Lpme Lamben's 
Be-Occupied embodies a wariq of apparent contradicti0~1~. Create$ from lace 
and dozens of reclaimed bras laid over the form of an old chair, ic is part of a 
recent series hnber t  made exploring an$ building upon her o m  experiences 
as a breast cancer survivor, The work confronts general issues artrout body image 
and Eeraininity, but since each bra brings with it the associated histories of its 
previous owner, fie--Occupied &o speaks compellingly of memory and loss. 
Lamben interrogates the idea of lingerie as a 'second skin', a kind of bodily 
armour designed to conceal, enhance and protect. The voluptuously padded 
cups are not placed in obvious pairings, confronting our preconceptions about 
the makeup of a 'normal', healthy b+, while diverse sizes and styles 
ahowiedge that real women come in d shapes and dimensions. 

Other recent acquisitions to the I;ollmtions: 

Peter R&mn,Tha What Is mdme Whaf 18 lot, 20131 
Photograph. Purchased 2001 

Atfmd Smdair, Mes%oene, c. 18g5 
Watercolour, Bequeathed 2001 

James Fitzgerald, Tha: Lighted Pillar, 1935 
EtchingJaquatint, Purchased 2001 

Herberl R.Tornquist, khw,  c.1940 
Wood engraving, Purchased 2001 

Herbert R.Tornquist, PohutukawP, c.1940 
Wood engraving, Purchased 20131 

Herbsrt R.Tomquist Papen Ly,e lWO 
Wood engraviitg, Purchased PO01 

WilliamW;tlkins,Viaw inAktlr08 with W b  18T9 
Oil on canvas, Purchased 2001 

Samuet John Lamorna Birch, bastal h n e  with Ruins, 
c.l930.Ltercolour, Pumhased 2001 

Anlhony McKee, Eleven photographs from the "In Our Own 
Land series 
Purchased 2001 

Set of 12 Artists'Plafes (artisls: hv in  Chilcott, Judy 
Darragh,Andrew Drummnd, et al., Bill Hammod, Nicola 
Jackson,Tony Lane, Robert McLeod, Margaret Mahy, Julia 
Morison, Simon Ogden, BronwynTaylw) 
Ceramic. Purchased 2001 

Nicholas Chevalier, Otha &orpa, c. 1866 
Watercolour, Purchased 2001 

Anne Noble, Mautb,2001 
Pigment on vinyl, Purchased 2001 



stchurch Art Gallery: 
Update on the fundraising campaign 

Donations are being sought, and fundraising activities 
continue in order to equip the new Gallery with a range of 
essential items and enhancements - these include art 
works for specific architectural spaces, a water feature, 
children's art education materials, special audio-visual 
equipment, interactive computer consoles, a gilding 
room, storage, signage, and shelving, totalling $685,000. 

Art Auction 
Bidding at the Art Auction on Thursday 13 September 
was subdued by the tragic news unfolding from the 
United States Mowing the terrorist attacks. Nevertheless, 
the tremendous amount of work and thought that had 
been put into the event, and the excellent art works that 
had been put forward, meant that the auction raised 
$150,000 of which CoCA and the Appeal will receive 
$15,000 each in commission, Grateful thanks go to 
Warren Feenep Director of CoCA, and his team, and to 
Jill Harman and Vanessa de Castro from the Community 
Gifts Fundraisii Committee. 

Artists' Plates 
An evening celebration for those who brought the Artists' 
Plates project to fruition - fundraisers and artists, plus a 
sprinkling of other guests - saw many of the sets being 
snapped up on the spot! The impressive 29 cm square 
sushi plates are arranged in groups of four, priced at 
$1,600, or in a complete set of twelve, priced at $4,800. 

The plates can be viewed in the Workspace (off Centre 
Court) of the Robert McDougd Art Gdery. People 
wishing to purchase just one  late h r  $400 may enter their 
names on a provisional list. A colour brochure is available 
from Alex Davis on tel. (03) 326 5768, or (03) 379 4201. 
Participating ardsts are: Philip Trusttum, Bill Harnmond, 
Gavin Chilcott, Judy Darragh, Nicola Jackson, Tony Lane, 
Robert McLeod, Julia Morison, Simon Ogden, Andrew 
Drummond, Bronwyn Taylor, et al. (L, Budd), and 
Margaret Mahy. 

We acknowledge with great gratitude the 
generosity of the following new supporters: 

In the category of Cold Foundation Donor 
Ben Dank 
Ministry of Tourism 

In the category of Foundation Donor 
Ian & Marion Clark 
Prof. 81 Mrs I.E. Coop 
The Turrell Family 

Above: Basement level on Montreal Street frontage. 
Right: South -west corner of the auditorium fmm the basement 



1 . Saturday 1 Club-Art appreciation club meeting. 

Concert for XMl. 
3. Monday Club-Artappreciation club meeting. 
4 lbesday Club-Art appreciation club meeting. 

. . 
7 Friday Club -Art appreciatlon club meeting. 
8 Saturday 2 Club -Art appreciatlon club meeting. 

Rolleston Avenue. 

.% 

.. . 

25 Blue Lady - Contemporary performances ranging from experimentation to 
play to whet the artistic temperament Details in the Gallery's weekly adver- - ~ 
tisements.Tickets $5 - $10. Door sales only. Please use the Night Entrance from 
Rolleston Avenue. 

-The Pllchuck Glass . 
Dale Chihuiy, will be 

es ranging from experimentation . ,,, 
etalls in the Gallery's weekly adver- . ' 

Please usethe Night Entrancefrom . 





in the Gardens. This will be held in December and you will receive an invirarion 
to attend. 

The series of&Arty Facts' by Gallery staff on forming an art coueaian, coll~ervation 
of artworks and restoring kames was most informative and interesting and we dunk 
the s tdfor  raking time to share their knowledge with us. 

The Executive Committee is working on a continuing programme fbr next year and 
welook hrward to seeiug many hmiliar and new faces at b e  events when we present 
the programme in the first Bulktin of the new year. 

We would like to build up an d a d d r e s s  list for Friends, which would help reduce the cost 
of any special mailings to Friends. If you have an email address, co J d  you please email 
it to the Friends' address at Friends@a.pvt,nz 

For Chrismas cards, c&ndars, and presents the shop at the Gallery has a wonderful 
selection and when you present your FORMAG membership card you will receive a 
10% discount. 

We wish all the Friends and supporters of the Gallery a Happy Chrisrmas and safe 
ho1iday season. 

A long time seems to have passed since I was awarded the Friends of the Robert 
W o u g d  Art a e r y  Schdarship in 1998. I conpkted BA (Hons) in Art History 
thar year, graduating with First Class Honours, The W g h t  of my research was an 
extended essay on the critical reception of Margaret Dawsods photographF which 

Scholarship Winn 
Wybrow 

sparked n y  inierest in the photog&Phir art of New ~ealand andoverseas. 

Since then I hzve filled my days with a mixture ofworking and stu$ying. In 1999 1 
began working at Canterbury Museum, where I assist the Curator of Pictorial 
Collections with public enquiries and a vass array of other tasks. I have also been 
involved in a number of &&ce writing projects, including contributing regular visual 
a m  reviews to The hess and writing for the &site of the Arthouse. 

In 19% I also began studying towards a Master of Arts in Art History, for which I am 
cataIoguing a substantial private collection of modern New Zedand art. I hope to 
complete my thesis by the end of this pear. 



Thursday 7 February 10.30arn 
Within the ma&cent and renowned garden of Ohinetahi at Governors Bay is the newly 
constructed art gallery of Sir Miles Warren. For the past 30 years, Sir Miles has been 
building up an extensive collection of New ZeaEand art, which he now displays in the 
new gallery. 

An invitation is extended to Friends to meet Sir MiIes and hear him talk a b u t  his 
collection. The works within his beaudid historic home will dm be on vie- along with 
the sculpture in his garden. Limit of 15 people. 

Pkase meet Rebecca Garside at the entrance to Ohinetahi (1.3 h s  past the Governors 
Bay cafk) at 10120am on the day. 

Above: Harry and Susie Bashford 

Leonie Fraser 

Sarah Stockdill 

Mrs RJ. Watson 

Mrs Ruvae Britten 

Allanah James 

Ngaire W h  



R,QM: Lookin8 for the 6oIden Carp. 2001. 
MargaretDawson Courtesy of the artlst 



The Way it Was 
Gallery Openin 

1 

A Social Occasion 
In the decades since the first openings began in the early Over the years the spwers at opemngs rise t3~m verp 

195Qs, the Gallery has hosted literally hundreds of functions diverse, encompassing a wide sector of the community 
for both small and large exhibitions. Mostly held in the including arts, science, business, industry, education the 
Galley's Centre Court, the numbers have sometimes tested church and politics. Specid pests have included an 
the capacity of that space and on occasions necessitated the illustrious array af members of the British Royal family, 
erection of a marquee at the Gallery entrance. Governor's Generd, Foreign Ambassadors, Prime Ministers, 

In the 1950s and 60s openings were relatively select and Ministers of the Crown and other fatnous personalities. 
very formal occasions with lounge or dress suit obligatory, 
but by the early 1970s a more casual code was accepted. 
Earlier functions had been largely uncatered affairs although 
occasionally, when numbers were small, a cup of tea was 
offered to guests. With the fbrmation of the Friends of the 
Robert McDougall Art Gallery in 1971 the number of 
people attending openings began to grow and wine and 
cheese were served, creating a more social atmosphere. 



THE TECHNOLOGY BETWEEN IMAGINATION AND REALITY 

DIGITAL PRE-PRESS 
168 Montreal Street. PO Box 2975. Christchurch. New Zealand 

Phone (03) 365 4597. Fax (03) 365 0536. Email: productionOdigilalprepress.co.nz 
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Sentinel (Christchurch Art Gallery construction site) by Brendan Lee 

R O B E R T  M c D O U G A L L  A R T  G A L L E R Y  

Botanic Gardens, Rolleston Avenue, 
PO Box 2626, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

Phone (+64 3) 365 0915, Fax (+64 3) 365 3942 

GALLERY HOURS 
loam until 5.30pm - Summer 

@-om Labour Weekend to Easter inclusive) 

loam until 4.30pm - Winter 
Admission by donation. Free guided tours available. 

Closed Christmas Day and Good Friday 


